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DARSHANA GREETS THE GROUP 

A MESSAGE FROM EARTH’S SUBTERRANEAN DWELLERS 

EARTHSONG 

 

(Sohrab has trouble holding the very powerful energies coming through.  He then bellows out the 

following message) 

GREETINGS… AND… BLESSINGS… FROM… THE… DARSHANA! 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

Dear Friends, we permitted this interaction for just a few seconds, as he is unable to hold her 

quotient of energies right now.  Your beloved friend and group member is now in a marvelous 

space of expansion and vibration, in a completely new realm. 

As was mentioned at an earlier session, she did not ‘pass over’; but instead exchanged this 

incarnation for another, very high-vibrational one, in a magnificent Universal society.  She has 

taken all this time (from your perspective) to acclimatize.  There was no ‘birth’ as you know it.  

Her highest Earthly frequencies were initially integrated into that society’s lowest ones.  Now, 

she is a fully vibrational being of that realm. 

She wishes to greet all of you, bless you and to let you know that she is MAGNIFICENT.   Her 

sense of freedom, expansion and magnificence is what thrills her.  She is awe-inspired by the 

realm in which she now exists, and is learning to touch higher-level knowledge and wisdom.  

This, as you well know, has always been her greatest desire and passion. 

Now imagine being able to do so with no limitations of an earthly brain or an earthly brain 

capacity.   She can now absorb, assimilate and comprehend as much wisdom and knowledge as 

she desires.  This is her ‘food and drink’.  This, to her, is ecstasy. 

She has not forgotten you.  She celebrates her time on this planet with all of you, her joyous soul 

family.  She thanks you for all you have done for her, to prepare her for her current existence.  

BLESSINGS FROM THE ASHTAAR COMMAND. 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 



Greetings from your friends from under planet Earth’s surface! 

Yes, we have spoken to you before; and we are here to share some current knowledge and 

information with you. 

Let us define who we are.  There are many beings that inhabit this planet: you are not the only 

ones.  Many others are subterranean dwellers.  Some, like us, are semi-physical.  Others have a 

purely energetic form.  Yet others have full sentience and consciousness, but exist in a form you 

would perceive of as oil and other natural liquids of the earth. 

Our race inhabits various large caverns deep within the Earth.  We have the ability to change 

form, from solid to semi-solid to pure energy, at will.   This frees us, and even allows us to visit 

the earth’s surface unnoticed, when we so desire.  

Many of you have read about us: some of the information is accurate; some is distorted.  But we 

do have a high-vibrational, thriving society.  We have energetically shielded ourselves from the 

surface-dwellers.  It would not be appropriate for the Human Race to discover us yet.  You are 

well aware of the levels of confusion and fear that exist amongst most of your people.  We would 

be plundered and destroyed.  We shield for self-preservation. 

Great changes are now taking place within the planet.  New energies are being directed towards 

earth by the three newly-discovered planets.  These are being stored and utilized by Earth’s core 

center. 

This core center, which may appear to you to be molten lava, is actually Her greatest point of 

sentience.  It is Her brain.   It is very alive: it thinks, feels, plans and ideates, just as you do with 

your brain.  This core center is now beginning to vibrate at a very high frequency, releasing 

powerful blasts of energy into the rest of her body.  This is causing major energetic shifts.  

Right now these shifts are occurring so deep within her structure that you cannot sense them at 

the surface level.  Some of these shifts are physical, wherein tectonic plates will move and the 

chemical composition of the soil will change.  But most are purely energetic.  

As we have a deep connection with Planet Earth and a sense of responsibility, we are working 

with the Mother to facilitate these changes in the smoothest and most effective manner possible.  

To do so, we have appointed representatives who have been strategically placed within her 

structure, to direct and guide the energies as they are being released. 

Some of us now walk among you.  We have come to prepare the surface for the time when the 

energies fully emanate outward.  These effects will be experienced by you over the next three to 

five years. 

Some will be physical shifts: earthquakes, water movements, changes in the wind currents, 

tornados and so on.  But most will be felt energetically.  Cities are going to be energetically 



enlightened to such a degree that the human race will have tremendous opportunities to upgrade 

its way of thinking, behaviour, and attitude. 

These energies are also going to change your farmlands; offering them new nutrition and helping 

them reject pesticides and other harmful pollutants you have introduced to them over the years. 

These energies are also going to affect humankind, individually and collectively.   This has 

already begun, but the effects are so miniscule that you are not yet conscious of them.   Over the 

next three to five years, you will be.  We would like you, as Lightworkers, to tune into them 

from now, so that you can be the energetic leaders in this process for humankind. 

These vibrations (which we are currently streamlining and sending upward) are primarily going 

to affect your brain, pituitary and pineal glands.  Other parts of the body will also be upgraded, 

but the focus will be here.  This will offer you the opportunity to really hone your spiritual 

senses.  Here, we refer to your higher level senses: sight, sound, touch, taste, understanding, and 

vision.  Tune in.   

Try it right now.  Close your eyes and center yourselves.  Connect with Planet Earth’s core 

center. (Pause)   

Now, with your inner ear, listen to a hum.  This will be very similar to the deep, internal OMs 

you chanted at the beginning of this meeting.  You won’t hear it audibly, but you will hear it 

with the inner ear. (Pause) 

Turn your attention to your brain, pituitary and pineal glands, and observe how active these areas 

get while you continue to listen to the hum. (Pause) 

This may make you slightly disoriented or dizzy.  Just relax into it.  Try it again. (Pause) 

Gently return to full consciousness.  Would anyone like to share what they just experienced? 

A deep vibration in the inner ear.  My head began to spin.  I sensed a lot of energy. 

It was like a joyride! 

The OM went into my stomach and reverberated there. 

Excellent!  We would like all of you to play with this as frequently as you can. In the beginning, 

you will need to practice this in silence and stillness.  You don’t need to do this for a lengthy 

period of time; a few minutes will suffice.  In face we suggest that you don’t overdose on these 

energies.   Acclimatize to them over time. 

You also don’t have to try and ‘download’ information while doing this; just experience it.  As 

you get familiar with this process, you will feel it entering and affecting different parts of your 

body.  But the main thrust will always be within the skull. 



When you are fully conversant with this process, you can actually use it to spontaneously heal 

any part of the body. That is how important this exercise is.  So even if this takes you a few 

years, keep working at it.  

This new Earthsong, which you are tuning into, will be a very deep vibration.  However, on 

certain days, if you experience a lighter frequency, embrace that as well.  But in general it will be 

deep, intense, new Earthsong.  

Since you are so strongly connected with Planet Earth, this is possibly your greatest healing 

tool.  Use it!  It will not only heal the body, but will also help you expand your vibrations and 

your consciousness.  With this flowing through you, you will be able to think and ideate more 

clearly, see things from a wider perspective, better deal with situations and embrace your earth 

mission.  In short, by tuning in to Earthsong, you will be a much more expanded and vibrant 

human being. 

Our representatives are now walking amongst you.  We cannot hold a physical form for more 

than a few days at a time, so we emerge, work, and silently return home.  Another then takes the 

place of the first; we work in harmonious rotation. 

What will you actually do here? 

Most of our tasks are silent and secret.  Some of us may work in laboratories, planting thoughts 

and ideas in the minds of your scientists, so that they come up with new and necessary inventions 

and discoveries to benefit the Planet.  Others will work with farmers, helping in the generation of 

more nutritious crops.  Some will work in isolation with the land itself.  Yet others will help in 

the creation of surface energetic grids.  These are but a few examples. And (smiling) some of 

you may meet us! 

Can you help us solve our water problems? 

This is a slap in the face for humanity; a deliberate shake-up to urge people to awaken and 

learn to take responsibility for their Mother-given natural resources.  We are attempting to 

help in in small ways, but we are not permitted to do so extensively.    

This is not the only area in which you need to awaken: you have over-polluted the very air you 

breathe, you have created rips in the ozone layer, and you are systematically over-utilizing all of 

the Mother’s natural resources.  The Human Race must now awaken.    

YOU ARE BLESSED BY YOUR FRIENDS FROM WITHIN THE EARTH. 

(Sohrab shifts energies) 

 

 



(Now speaking to N, who had held a sale of Angels and other decorative items before the 

meeting) 

As a gift, we have energized every single artifact you have brought here today.  Each of these is 

blessed by the energies of the Lord Jesus Christ.   

BLESSINGS. 

                                                     ******************* 

 

 

  

 

 


